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Optimal Control of Pitch and Rotational Velocity for
a Cyclorotor Wave Energy Device
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Abstract—The development of optimal control strategies for
cyclorotor wave energy converters (WECs) is at an early stage.
In this paper, we present new methods and solutions for optimal
pitch and/or rotational velocity control strategies for different
configurations of cyclorotor-based WECs, in both monochromatic
and panchromatic waves. The cyclorotor is modelled with the use
of an approximate two-dimensional mathematical model, where
hydrofoils are approximated as point source vortices in potential
waves. The goal of the developed control strategy is to determine
the optimal velocity profile, and/or pitch angle variations, for max-
imum energy conversion, in terms of generated mechanical shaft
power. The solutions, obtained with the use of spectral methods,
show a clear benefit in using a variable velocity for cyclorotors with
either one or two hydrofoils, in monochromatic waves, with a typical
increase in energy capture of 30-40%, while the optimal pitching
did not significantly increase the value of the absorbed wave energy.
We also present control results for panchromatic waves, assuming
all the properties of incoming wave packages, within a 10 s time
interval, are known. The obtained solutions have shown significant
benefit in joint optimal pitch and velocity control, especially in the
case of panchromatic waves. It has been also shown that successful
implementation of cyclorotor control strategies requires optimal
configuration of the static characteristics of the cyclorotor. In
conclusion, we discuss the optimal control benefits and highlight
problems which must be solved for further successful development
of these control strategies.

Index Terms—Cyclorotor, LiftWEC, lift-based wave energy
converter, optimal control, wave energy converter.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. The Problem of Optimal Optimal Control for
Cyclorotor-Based Wave Energy Converters

A LTHOUGH there is significant wave energy available
world-wide, after almost 50 years of research and devel-

opment no commercially successful technology has been devel-
oped. One of the reasons is the limited focus of the research in
this area. None of the traditional WECs, which harness buoyancy
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Fig. 1. The concept of the cyclorotor proposed in [2], [7], showing the real-time
manipulated variables θ̇ and γ.

or diffraction wave forces have shown themselves to be commer-
cially viable. This creates motivation to develop new principles
for wave energy extraction. Recently, a lift-based wave energy
converter (Fig. 1) that utilises lift force generated on hydrofoils
due to their interaction with wave induced circular motion of
water particles, started to attract more and more attention from
various research groups [1], [2]. Cyclorotor based WECs have a
number of appealing characteristics, including the potential for
unidirectional rotation, simplified power take-off, and reduction
of wave loads by adjusting pitch angles, increasing survivability.
However, as it has been shown in [3]–[6], the performance of
the cyclorotor requires real-time control (especially in panchro-
matic seas). The reviews of cyclorotor-based WECs [6]–[8] have
identified the variation of the rotational rate and hydrofoil pitch
angle as the most advanced actuators. However, the optimal
control strategies, the best real-time actuators, and appropriate
performance metrics, need to be identified. At this moment, only
three concepts and their control methods have been presented
for cyclorotor-based WECs.

The first cyclorotor concept, a single ‘Rotating Wing,’ was
studied in the wave tank of the Maritime Research Institute, in
the Netherlands by Hermans et al. [9] in 1990. It was shown
analytically, and then experimentally, that the rotor could ex-
tract wave energy by canceling incoming waves [9], [10]. The
authors proposed that the phase and rotational rate should be
maintained in agreement with the incoming wave frequency as
the operational control strategy.
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The second, and the most advanced, feedback control strategy
for a cyclorotor with two hydrofoils, the ‘Cycloidal Wave Energy
Converter’ (CycWEC) was developed by the Atargis Energy
Corporation [1], [6], [11]. The developed wave cancellation
control strategy uses the idea of wave generation similar to
the incoming wave, but with the opposite phase. The proposed
control system should select the corresponding constant rota-
tional rate to satisfy the predominant incoming wave period
and maintain optimal hydrofoil pitch angles to create the nec-
essary level of circulation corresponding to a generated wave
amplitude. The efficiency of this control strategy is generally
evaluated as the difference between power of the incoming and
transmitted waves, which can be estimated by upwave and down-
wave far-field free surface perturbation. The proposed optimal
control algorithm was tested in numerical simulations [6], [11],
for a 1:300 scale prototype in a 2D wave tunnel of the US Air
Force Academy [12], [13], and as a 1:10 scale model in a 3D
wave tank at the Texas A&M Offshore Technology Research
Center [14], [15]. The CycWEC energy production, in terms of
mean annual absorbed power, is calculated at 619 kW for the US
West Coast at Humboldt Bay [6]. This value is 40% higher than
annual mean power output of the best traditional WECs, which
shows considerable promise for cyclorotor-based wave energy
technology.

Inspired by the first presentations of CycWEC, Nik Schar-
mann [16] dedicated his PhD study to this new WEC technol-
ogy. Scharmann developed his concept of ‘The Wave Hydro-
mechanical Rotary Energy Converter’ (WH-WEC), - a cycloro-
tor with four hydrofoils, and contributed valuable results by
setting up physical experiments in the Hamburg Ship Model
Basin (Germany), with complementary computational simula-
tion in Ansys Fluid and OpenFOAM. The robust control strategy
proposed for the WH-WEC in [16] is also based on the mainte-
nance of the wave phase fixed optimal constant rotational rate.
The author estimated the rated power for a cyclorotor at the
European Marine Energy Centre (EMEC) test site as ≈ 800 kW,
comparable with wind turbine technology.

The promising power production assessments presented in
these previous research, and general lack of definitive knowledge
about this new technology, motivated the inception of a new
Horizon 2020 project dedicated to the development of a Lift-
Based Wave Energy Converter (LiftWEC) [2]. The members
of the consortium selected a rotor with two hydrofoils as a
foundation for further development of the LiftWEC prototype
[17]–[19]. As members of the LiftWEC consortium, the authors
derive new optimal pitch and rotational rate control strategies for
a cyclorotor with two hydrofoils. The presented strategies can
potentially significantly increase the cyclorotor performance, in
terms of the generated shaft power.

B. Paper Structure, Innovations and Limitations

In this article we develop spectral methods for the optimal
control of a cyclorotor WEC. We propose some new possibilities
for optimal control algorithms for a cyclorotor, with one or two
hydrofoils (Fig. 1). The control strategies are based on variations
in hydrofoil pitch angles and rotational rate, as manipulated

variables, for various monochromatic and panchromatic waves
types.

The optimisation of the variable rotational rate and hydrofoils
pitch angles has been conducted only in terms of pure mechan-
ical power capture. The inclusion of an electrical generator and
other PTO components may yield different results [21]. The
rotation rate, in general, is directly measurable. However, a
position or velocity servo control loop (with generator torque as
the manipulated variable) is envisaged in a real-world setting.
For the purpose of this initial control investigation, we assume
that the velocity is directly specifiable.

The developed optimal control strategy can be considered
as an alternative to the traditional approach which has been
proposed and developed by the Atargis energy corporation [6],
[11]. Our goal is to directly maximise mechanical shaft power
rather than maximisation of the difference between the incoming
and transmitted wave. The difference in the shaft power and
wave cancellation metric is primarily due to the fact that, when
maximising shaft power, tangential force needs to be maximised
while, for wave cancellation circulation Γ needs to be opti-
mised [6], [22].

In Section II, we briefly present the two dimensional analytical
point-source model of a cyclorotor-based WEC, which is used
as a basis for optimal model-based control design [22]–[24].
Section II also describes the numerical methods used for the
optimisation problem solution, and the constraints on rotational
rate, mechanical torque and pitch values. In Section III, we
present periodic control solutions for rotational rate and hy-
drofoil pitch angle, for cyclorotor-based WECs with one or
two hydrofoils, and analyse the convergence of the developed
spectral approaches. In Section IV, we present the application
of the developed and analysed spectral methods to the optimal
control problem for a cyclorotor-based WEC in panchromatic
waves. In conclusion (Section V), we review the obtained results
and discuss the perspectives and problems of the developed
optimal control methods

II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE OPTIMAL CONTROL

PROBLEM

We consider the 2-D mathematical model of a cyclorotor, the
hydrofoils of which interact with potential waves. We model
the hydrofoils using a point-source representation [22]–[24],
with the corresponding equations validated against experimental
results obtained by previous research [9], [11], [14] in terms
of waves radiated by a rotor. The model also has been val-
idated [25] in terms of tangential and radial forces against
experimental results obtained in the Hamburg Ship Model Basin,
(Germany) [16] and against the recent experimental results of
the LiftWEC project [2] which were obtained in the wave flume
of Ecole Centrale de Nantes, (France) [26], [27].

In the point source model, it is assumed that the lift, drag and
tangential forces are caused by the interaction of the rotation
of hydrofoil i with an overall relative velocity V̂i, representing
the vector difference between the wave induced fluid velocity
VWi

and the cyclorotor rotational velocityVRi
, plus the sum of

the wakes left by the moving foils VHW, and the instantaneous
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radiation from the other foils VHM as:

V̂i = VWi
−VRi

+VHWi+VHMj +VHWj (1)

The rotational velocity componentsVR for foil i can be found
as the partial time derivatives of the hydrofoil positions (xi, yi)
where:

xi=R cos(θ(t)+π(i− 1)), yi=y0 −R sin(θ(t)+π(i− 1))
(2)

where θ(t) is the position of the hydrofoil in polar coordinates,
R is the radius and y0 is the submergence of the rotor’s centre.

The velocity components VW of the wave-induced water
particle movements can be found as the partial derivative of
the potential, using the corresponding coordinate. For example,
for the case of the Airy potential, the velocity components can
be found as a gradient:

ΦW =
Hg

2ω
eky sin(kx− ωt) (3)

VW = ∇ΦW (4)

where H is the height, ω is the frequency and k is the number
of the incoming wave, with g being gravitational acceleration.
The velocity components of the waves radiated by the moving
point source can be described by the following formula:

VH =
∂F(z, t)

∂z
= (VH)x − i (VH)y (5)

which can be separated into the instantaneous radiated waves
VHM, and wakes VHW, which are left in the hydrofoil’s path:

VH = VHM +VHW (6)

The waves generated by hydrofoils are described by the use
of the complex potential, derived in [22], [23], as:

F(z, t) =
Γ(t)

2πi
Log

[
z − c(t)

z − c̃(t)

]
− 2i

√
g

π∫ t

0

Γ(τ)√
i(z − c̃(τ))

D

[ √
g(t− τ)

2
√

i(z − c̃(τ))

]
dτ (7)

where z = x+ iy is the coordinate on the complex plain, c(t) =
x(t) + iy(t) is the position of the hydrofoil, c̃(t) is the complex
conjugate of c(t), Γ(t) - is the circulation of the point-source
vortex and D(x) is the Dawson function [28]:

D(x) = e−x2

∫ x

0

ey
2

dy. (8)

The velocity potentialΦH of the waves radiated by the moving
foils can be found from the following relation:

ΦH(x, y) = Re[F(z, t)] (9)

The generated on the hydrofoils tangential forces FT depend
on the lift and drag coefficients CL(α) and CD(α), respectively,
the chord length of the hydrofoil C, the water density ρ, and
the overall relative to hydrofoil fluid velocity V̂ at the current
particular hydrofoil position (xi, yi):

FT =
1

2
ρ(CL(α) sin (α− γ)− CD(α) cos (α− γ))|V̂ |2 C

(10)

where γ is the optimal variable hydrofoil pitch angle and α
is the attack angle. The circulation Γ can be found from the
Kutta–Joukowski theorem [29] as:

Γ =
1

2
CL(α) |V̂ |C (11)

Cyclorotor WECs extracts wave energy from the system via
the torque T on the rotor/generator shaft. The rotational rate
θ̇(t) can be controlled by manipulating the generator torqueTgen
and/or the hydrofoil pitch angles γi.

T =
(
FT1

[θ, θ̇, γ1] + FT2
[θ, θ̇, γ2]

)
R− Iθ̈(t) (12)

where I is the moment of inertia of the cyclorotor (including
any attached generator), and θ̈(t) is the rotational acceleration.
Optimisation of energy production, which is the control objec-
tive, is solved in terms of the mean mechanical power, which is
determined as:

PShaft =
1

T

∫ T

0

T (t)θ̇(t)dt (13)

We assume that the power is linearly proportional to the
shaft span of the rotor and assess it in [kW/m]. The detailed
explanation of the control problem and relationships between
the equations is presented as a block diagram in Fig. 2.

In the case of a cyclorotor WEC, which starts rotation in
monochromatic waves with the same phase and rotational rate,
all hydrodynamic and mechanical processes became periodic
after K ∼ 8 rotational periods. Thus, the mechanical energy
which can be generated during one stable period in monochro-
matic waves, in terms of shaft power, can be evaluated by
substantiation of the expression for shaft torque (12) into the
functional (13):

Max
R

T

∫ TK+1

TK

(FT1
+ FT2

) θ̇(t)dt (14)

The influence of the moment of inertia I in (12) is canceled
during the integration (13) because we presume the periodic
solution for variable rotational rate on the selected time interval
θ̇(TK+1) = θ̇(TK).

We search for periodic solutions that describe the rotation
of the cyclorotor in monochromatic waves, with a variable
rotational rate θ̇(t), or hydrofoil pitch angles values γi(t), within
the wave period T , which increase energy absorption in terms
of the shaft power metric in (14). Our approach is inspired by
pseudo-spectral [30] and moment-based [31] methods, origi-
nally developed for more general categories of WECs. Then, the
rotor position θ(t), within the rotational period, can be presented
in the form of a Fourier series with the period equivalent to
monochromatic waves period T , requiring the solution for the
amv,i and bmv,i coefficients and determination of the optimal
number of harmonics m required for the solution convergence:

θ(t) = ω t+

m∑
i=1

amv,i cos

(
2π t

T
i

)
+ bmv,i sin

(
2π t

T
i

)
(15)

where ω is the frequency of the incoming monochromatic wave.
The rotational rate θ̇ can be obtain by differentiation of the series.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram showing the control structure and relationships between the model equations.

A similar spectral approach can be applied to the optimal pitch
control problem. Thus, the position of the pitch angle γ(t) of a
cyclorotor with a single hydrofoil within the rotational period
can be presented in the following form:

γ(t) = γ0 +

m∑
i=1

amp,i cos

(
2π t

T
i

)
+ bmp,i sin

(
2π t

T
i

)
(16)

where γ0 is the optimal constant pitch angle for the incoming
monochromatic wave, amp,i and bmp,i are series coefficients for
variable pitch. The series (15) and (16) also allow us to obtain the
optimal position, rotational rate and pitch angles at the beginning
and the end of the considered wave period T .

In the case of panchromatic waves, we cannot use periodic
solution (15), (16). We must also take into account the influence
of the moment of inertia I of the rotor (12), because θ̇(TK+1) �=
θ̇(TK). The optimisation also must start after the moment T0

when the complex (caused by rotation) velocity field has formed
in the vicinity of the rotor. Then, for the case of panchromatic
waves, the shaft power functional has the following form:

Max
1

(T − T0)

∫ T

T0

(
(FT1

+ FT2
)R− Iθ̈(t)

)
θ̇(t)dt (17)

We also apply the Fourier series with a phase shift for the
solution of the optimal variable rotational rate in panchromatic
waves:

θ(t) = θ̇0t+

m∑
i=1

apv,i cos

(
2π t

Text
i+ cpv,i

)

+ bpv,i sin

(
2π t

Text
i+ dpv,i

)
(18)

where θ̇0 is the optimal constant rotational rate for the incoming
panchromatic waves, apv,i and bpv,i are series coefficients, Text

is the extended time interval which is selected at two times
greater then the interval on which we consider the energy gen-
eration [T0, T ]. The condition ensures that, at the start of the
power generation interval, the hydrofoils have an optimal initial

position, rotational rate, and the most favourable wake field has
been formed. It also permits a non-periodic solution, over the
limited solution domain. The additional coefficients shift cpv,i
and dpv,i allow us to achieve faster convergence for smaller
m values. Even though, the additional coefficients increase the
complexity of the optimisation problem, they significantly speed
up calculations provide some immunity to local minimum. A
similar series is used to estimate the benefits of application of
optimal pitch control in panchromatic waves:

γ(t) = γ0 +

m∑
i=1

app,i cos

(
2π t

Text
i+ cpp,i

)

+ bpp,i sin

(
2π t

Text
i+ dpp,i

)
(19)

where γ0 is the optimal constant pitch angle for the incoming
panchromatic waves, app,i, bpp,i, cpp,i and dpp,i are series coef-
ficients.

The cyclorotor-based WEC is simulated with the use of a
bespoke mathematical model which has an integro-differential
equation form (1)–(12), simulated in Python [32]. The control
problem is non-convex due to the high non-linearity of the model
equations. A closed-form expression for (θ̇0, γ0, ai, bi, ci, di)
cannot be obtained; rather, purely numerical solution methods
for the presented non-linear non-convex problem are used. The
control optimisation problem is solved with the use of a finite
difference numerical method [33] for the discretised system
equations and global optimisation methods, implemented in
Python [32], are employed. The authors used, and compared, two
different global optimisation approaches (simplicial homology
global optimisation [34] and differential evolution [35]) in order
to increase the probability of obtaining the global maximum.

We use the trapezoidal method to integrate the functionals of
(14) and (17). The simulated time is separated into n intervals
Δti = {ti, ti+1}, 0 ≤ i ≤ n. The values of the pitch angle γi,
hydrofoil position θi, rotation rate θ̇i and acceleration θ̈i at
time step ti can be obtained from (15), (16) or (18), (19),
for monochromatic and panchromatic waves, respectively. The
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numerical integration transforms the functionals (14), (17) into
a complex nonlinear algebraic function U , which needs to be
maximised using the coefficients θ̇0, γ0, ai/j , bi/j , ci/j , di/j :

Max U
θ̇0,γ0,ai/j ,bi/j ,ci/j ,di/j

[
θ(θ̇0, ai, bi, ci, di), γ(γ0, aj , bj , cj , dj)

]
(20)

The solutions of (14) and (17) are subject to additional physi-
cal and engineering constraints. Thus, the value of the torque T
should be limited according to device characteristics TPTO <
T < TMotor, where TMotor is the maximum torque which can
be supplied by a motor, and TPTO is the maximum torque which
can be absorbed by a power take off (PTO). Limitations on
the torque derivative T ′

PTO < T ′ < T ′
Motor recognise the speed

limitation in switching from generating to motoring mode (and
vice versa). Additional constraints also limit the rotational rate:
θ̇Min < θ̇ < θ̇Max, while excursions in pitch angle are limited
to |γ′(t)| < 5o per second to avoid significant hydrodynamic
pressure on hydrofoils. In addition, frequent changes of the
rotational rate and hydrofoil pitch angles may create significant
structural and generator loads, which could lead to fatigue of
the system [25]. However, the effects of structural loading are
beyond the scope of this study.

III. OPTIMAL REAL-TIME CONTROL IN MONOCHROMATIC

WAVES

In this section, we present two forms of the optimal control
solution for a cyclorotor in monochromatic waves, using shaft
power as the performance metric. In the first case, we consider a
variable rotational rate and optimal constant pitch angle and, in
the second case, variable pitch and optimal constant rotational
rate. Isolation of the real-time actuators in this way will provide
guidance in terms of the relative merits of each actuator type.
Control strategies are developed for cyclorotors with one or two
hydrofoils, with geometric parameters selected from the Cy-
cWEC prototype proposed in [6]. The prototype has hydrofoils
NACA0015, with chord length C = 5 m, operational radius
R = 6 m and submergence depth y0 = − 12 m. The lift and
drag coefficients are selected from [36] for symmetric hydrofoils
NACA0015, forRe=107. We consider asymmetric rotors, with
two hydrofoils with opposite non-zero pitch angles, and assume
their synchronous manipulation using the assumption from [6]
where γ1 = −γ2 = γ. In order to provide sufficient control
freedom, the constraint on the main shaft torque is selected
as |T | < 2 · 107 Nm. Variations in the rotation rate ω̃ = θ̇/ω
are also limited to 1/2 < ω̃ < 2, to satisfy realistic electrical
machine capabilities.

We present results obtained for the described cyclorotor,
operating in monochromatic waves, with wave period T = 10 s
and wave height H = 2 m. It has been shown in [6], [19],
that a cyclorotor which rotates with the constant rotational rate
achieves maximum power production when the first hydrofoil
has a−90o phase shift relative to the wave crest (2)–(3). Thus the
performance of the cyclorotor, with a single hydrofoils which
rotates with a constant rotational rate θ̇ = ω, is calculated as
PShaft = 6.5 kW/m, for neutral pitch positions γ1 = 0o, and
at PShaft = 13.1 kW/m for the optimal constant pitch value

Fig. 3. The changes of the rotational rate within the wave period obtained
for the case of the single hydrofoil (orange line, m = 20) and two hydrofoils
(green line, m = 20), for optimal constant pitch angles. The scaled free surface
elevation is presented for the reference.

Fig. 4. The increase in the rotor’s performance with the increase of the
harmonics added to the solution for variable rotation rate and optimal constant
pitch for cyclorotors with one and two hydrofoils.

γ1 = 9o. A similar significant increase in shaft power is obtained
for the case of a twin-foil cyclorotor, which generates PShaft =
12.8 kW/m for γi = 0, and PShaft = 24.1 kW/m for the tuned
optimal constant pitch values γ1 = −γ2 = 11o. However, even
this almost 100% power increase can be significantly exceeded,
if variable rotational rate or pitch control strategies are applied.

The solutions for the case of variable rotational rate and
optimal constant pitch angle, which are obtained with the use
of spectral method (14), (15), are presented in Fig. 3. The
convergence of the optimisation method used in the production
of Fig. 4 was examined in terms of shaft power production (14).

It is clear from Fig. 4 that even the inclusion of four harmonics,
m = 4 of (15), gives an increase in performance of 30% in the
case of two hydrofoils, and 52% for the case of the single hydro-
foil (Fig. 4), proving that maintaining a constant rotational rate is
not optimal. Beyond m = 10, the inclusion of further harmonics
does not increase the generated power value more than 5%.
Of course, the additional constraints on the PTO/motor torque,
acceleration/deceleration of the rotational rate and changes of
the pitch angle per second also influence the early convergence
of the obtained solutions. The irregular variations in the perfor-
mance increase from step to step in Fig. 4 can be explained by the
fact that we are using a mesh-based method in the calculations,
while the solutions shown in Fig. 3) demonstrate that cyclorotors
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Fig. 5. Tangential forces for two hydrofoils for constant (dashed lines) and
variable (solid lines) rotational rate.

Fig. 6. Attack angles for two hydrofoils for constant rotational rate (dashed)
and variable rotational rate (solid lines).

must switch between maximum and minimum possible rota-
tional rates at different time moments, somewhat mimicing the
action of latching control for conventional WECs [37].

Fig. 5 illustrates the corresponding changes in the tangential
forces which act on two hydrofoils, with implementation of the
variational rotation rate strategy. Such significant increases in the
tangential forces values can be explained by the fact that they are
proportional to the square of the overall relative hydrofoil/fluid
velocity (see (10)). However, it is also important to maintain
the optimal attack angle, at all times, to minimise drag losses.
Fig. 6 illustrates that implementation of the control strategy
also maintains operation at the optimal stall attack angle of 15o

[6]. Thus, the control strategy for a cyclorotor must satisfy two
criteria: maximise the rotational velocity, and optimise attack
angles.

In the next example we consider a constant rotational rate
ω̃ = θ̇/ω and develop a optimal pitch control strategy for the
same monochromatic wave (T = 10 s and H = 2 m) using
the representation of (16). Fig. 7 illustrates the recommended
optimal pitch angles for the case of cyclorotors, with one and
two hydrofoils, within one wave period.

As can be seen from Fig. 8, real-time pitch control results in a
very modest increase in mechanical power (for this monochro-
matic case), with convergence achieved after m=3-5 harmonics.
However, it can be concluded that variational pitch control is
more effective for the single-foil rotor than the twin-foil case.
Nevertheless, the generated power for the single-foil cyclorotor,
with variable pitch, does not exceed the power generated by a

Fig. 7. Pitch angle variations, within a wave period, obtained for the case of
the single hydrofoil (orange line, m= 12) and two hydrofoils (green line, m=
12), for an optimal constant rotational rate. The scaled free surface elevation is
presented for reference.

Fig. 8. The increase in cyclorotor performance with the number of harmonics,
for the solution for variable pitch and optimal constant rotational rate.

Fig. 9. (a) Mechanical power generation in [kW/m] for constant rotational
rate with optimal constant pitch angles for various monochromatic waves.
(b) Optimal constant pitch angle values in [deg].

twin-foil cyclorotor rotating with constant velocity and optimal
constant pitch angles.

Figs. 9 and 10 summarise the power capture performance
increase for a twin-foil cyclorotor with the specified real-time
control strategies, for various monochromatic waves. First, we
evaluate the generated mechanical power Fig. 9(a), for a constant
rotational rate θ̇ = ω and define the corresponding optimal con-
stant pitch angle values γ1 = −γ2 Fig. 9(b), for a variety of wave
heights H and periods T of incoming monochromatic waves.
The performance values presented in Fig. 9(a) will be used as a
reference to asses the power increase caused by real-time control.
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Fig. 10. Percentage increase in rotor power performance after implementation
of the optimal control for various monochromatic waves. (a) Variable rotational
rate and optimal constant pitch. (b) Constant rotational rate and variable pitch.

It can be seen, from Fig. 10(a), that an optimal (variable)
rotational rate increases the shaft power by an average of 30%.
It is also noticeable that the increase in the generated power
has a nonlinear dependence on the height H and period T of
the monochromatic wave. This nonlinear dependence can be
explained by the significant nonlinearity of the functional in
(14).

Variable pitch angle control does not significantly increase the
generated power for most of the cells in Fig. 10(b). This strategy
is productive only in the case of waves with a short period and
small height; however, the absolute value of the power generated
for these waves is not very significant, as shown in Fig. 9(a).

The obtained results illustrate that the control of rotational
rate in monochromatic waves can significantly increase the
generated shaft power PShaft. In contrast, active pitch control
in monochromatic waves does not significantly increase the
shaft power PShaft, suggesting the use of an optimal constant
pitch angle, for monochromatic waves, especially considering
the additional complexity of underwater pitch actuators.

IV. OPTIMAL REAL-TIME CONTROL SOLUTIONS FOR

PANCHROMATIC WAVES

In this section, we present the results of the application of
the spectral solution forms of (17), (18), and (19) to the optimal
pitch and/or rotational rate control problems for a cyclorotor
with two hydrofoils, in panchromatic waves. We use one of the
2D structural (submergence depth and rotor radius) cyclorotor
designs which were proposed by the LiftWEC consortium [2],
[20], for the most frequent sea state Te = 8 s andHs = 1.5m of
the south-west coast of Brittany (Audierne Bay 47.84◦ N, 4.83◦

W) [38]:

R = 8m, C = 6.4m, y0 = −11.25m, γ0 = 0o (21)

which can produce, on average, PShaft = 658± 7W/m if it
switches between optimal constant rotational rates for different
sea-states (Te, Hs). The moment of inertia I of the cyclorotor,
which plays a role in the panchromatic case, is proportional to its
radius R and chord length C and the following approximation:

I = 2R2 CM (22)

where M = 2kg/m2 is the mass of one square metre of foil
surface, is employed. The same shaft torque T limitations, as in
Section III, are employed.

Fig. 11. The change in rotational rate ω̃ during a 10 s panchromatic wave
realisation (in red), and the wave profile (in blue). A neutral constant pitch angle
is used, i.e. γi = 0.

Fig. 12. The variable pitch profile (in green) during a 10 s panchromatic
wave realisation, and the corresponding free surface elevation (in blue). Optimal
constant velocity is used θ̇0 = 0.22 rad/s.

Control is initiated after T0 = 40 s, allowing the formation
of a fluid particle velocity field in the vicinity of the rotor. It
is assumed, for the purpose of this fundamental control study,
that we know all characteristics of the incoming wave package
within the next T − T0 = 10 s time interval. In a more realistic
scenario, some estimation/forecasting techniques need to be
employed [3], [39], [40]. The period Text = 20 s of the series
(18), and (19) exceeds T − T0 = 10 s interval, permitting the
optimal position, rotational rate and values of the pitch angles,
at the start of the generated power calculation, to be achieved.

A. Optimal Control Solution for a Variable Rotational Rate

A solution for the optimal variable rotational rate, with con-
stant neutral pitch, in 10 s realisations of panchromatic waves
(17), (18), and the corresponding convergence assessment, are
presented in Figs. 11 and 14, respectively. The constant ro-
tational rate (m = 0) for the selected interval was evaluated as
θ̇0 = 0.22 rad/s, and is used to normalise the variable rotational
rate θ̇: ω̃ = θ̇/θ̇0 and implement the constraint 1/2 < ω̃ < 2 on
the rotational rate for the search of the next m harmonics.

Fig. 12 shows the optimal changes in rotational rate, with the
(scaled) free surface elevation above the rotor centre provided for
reference. Note the correlation between curves, demonstrating
acceleration of the rotational rate at the moments of decreas-
ing free surface elevation, and deceleration with increases free
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Fig. 13. The change in pitch angle (in green) and rotational rate (in red) during
10 seconds interval of panchromatic waves, and the wave profile (in blue).

Fig. 14. The increase in rotor performance with increasing number of solution
harmonics for variable pitch angle and/or variable rotational rate, for various
control strategies presented on Figs. 11–13.

Fig. 15. The instantaneous power output under different control strategies
[kW/(m*s)], for various control strategies presented in Figs. 11–13.

surface elevation. Convergence of the variable rotational rate
solution is achieved afterm = 6harmonics, as shown in Fig. 14.
The originally estimated shaft power value PShaft = 738.47

W/m, for the constant optimal rotational rate θ̇0 and neutral
pitch γ0 = 0o, increases toPShaft = 883.81W/m, with optimal
rotational rate control. Six realisations of panchromatic waves
with (Hs = 1.5 m and Te = 8 s) show an average increase in
the absorbed mechanical power of 10–40%, over the constant
rotational rate case, and it can be noted that the performance
increase is generally greater then the corresponding average
power increase for the case of monochromatic waves. Crucially
for the panchromatic wave case (17), we also use the moment

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE (W/M), IN TERMS OF SHAFT POWER PShaft, FOR SIX

DIFFERENT PANCHROMATIC WAVE REALISATIONS (NO)

of inertia of the rotor I , which may be beneficial for power
increase. Equally, exceptionally large values of rotor inertia may
slow real-time control actions and cause significant undesirable
structural loads.

B. Optimal Control Solution for a Variable Pitch Angle

Results obtained for optimal pitch control (17), (19), with
an optimal constant rotational rate θ̇0 = 0.22 rad/s, generally
show more than a 200% increase in the generated power. Such a
significant increase in the shaft power for optimal pitch control
is in agreement with results obtained in Section III, which show
that the tuned constant pitch angle can increase power production
by more than 100%, in comparison with a constant neutral pitch
of 0o, for monochromatic waves.

Thus, for the variable pitch example presented in Fig. 12,
PShaft = 2322.12 W/m for the same panchromatic wave input
as Fig. 11. This is an almost 200% increase in generated power
in comparison with the results obtained for the optimal constant
rotational rate and neutral pitch angle. Eight harmonics (m= 8)
are sufficient to achieve convergence of the solution in terms of
the shaft power (Fig. 14).

C. Optimal Control Solution for Variable Velocity and Pitch

Finally, the combination of optimal rotational rate and pitch
control (17), (18), (19) is examined, for the same 10 s interval
of panchromatic waves (Hs = 1.5 m and Te = 8 s). Fig. 13
illustrates the variations in rotational rate and pitch angle. The
combined control strategy returns PShaft = 5684.36 W/m,
also showing an average increase in power absorption value
estimated for the fixed pitch and rotational rate, of factor 7–9,
using a range of sea state realisations (see Table I).

Fig. 13 also show the correlation between free surface eleva-
tion and the optimal variations in rotational rate and pitch angle.
Eight solution harmonics (m = 8) harmonics, for both variable
rotational rate and variable pitch angle, are sufficient to achieve
convergence, as shown in Fig. 14.

D. Discussion of the Optimal Control Strategies

In our research, we consider only short 10 s intervals. The
increase of the time interval will require a significant increase
in the number of required series coefficients, which greatly
increases the calculation time, due to the nonlinearity of the
problem. To confirm the statistical significance of the results,
a table of the performance increase, for the various control
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strategies for six different short panchromatic waves realisations,
is presented in Table I.

The significant power increase for the case of joint control
(Table I, Fig. 15) can be explained by the fact that only with
the use of both actuators can we satisfy both conditions of
generated mechanical power maximisation: maintaining optimal
stall attack angle at all times [6] and having the maximum
possible rotational rate for the current conditions. It is clear
that full exploitation of the tangential force (10) caused by the
interaction between foils and wave induced water particles will
require permanent tuning/real time control of the hydrofoils;
otherwise, the performance of the device will be modest.

The performance of the rotor, in terms of mechanical power
PShaft, is not closely connected to the incoming wave power
PWave. However, the obtained mechanical power generation
PShaft presented for the joint control strategy (see Table I)
are close to the averaged wave power PWave = 8.3 kW/m for
a panchromatic wave with state Te = 8 s and Hs = 1.5m. It
can be indirectly confirmed, by the numerical and experimental
assessments conducted by the Atargis [1], [6], that cyclorotor-
based WECs can entirely cancel the incoming wave by com-
pletely absorbing its energy.

V. CONCLUSION

The research conducted in the article has clearly shown the
benefits of the optimal pitch and rotational rate control appli-
cation, in both monochromatic and panchromatic waves. While
rotational rate control looks more compelling than pitch control,
in terms of shaft power increase in monochromatic waves, this
observation is reversed in the case of panchromatic waves. The
implementation of the joint pitch and rotational rate control
strategy in panchromatic waves shows a significant increase
over the fixed or single input of rotational rate/pitch cases. The
main conclusion from the presented results, therefore, is that
cyclorotors must be controlled in real time using both actuators,
in order to reach their full potential.

In general, just 8-9 harmonics for the optimal solution for
rotational rate and/or pitch angles are shown to be sufficient,
giving significant increase in the generated power (Fig. 14).
This relatively small number of coefficients which must be de-
termined for an acceptable solution, allow for efficient computer
implementation, while the use of a relatively small number of
harmonics maintains smooth profiles for the operational vari-
ables (torque, velocity, etc), minimising detrimental cyclical and
extreme loading on system components.

A limitation of this study is the use of perfect information, in
relation to the incoming wave, in the determination of the opti-
mal solutions for foil pitch and rotational rate. Real time imple-
mentation, which will require significant further development,
in terms of computation, local servo loops, receding horizon
formulation, and estimation/forecasting (see, for example, [21],
[39], [40]), are considered to be beyond the scope of the current
study.

Nevertheless, the conducted research has shown that advanced
control of cyclorotor-based WECs has significant potential and
requires further analytical, numerical, and experimental study.
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